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Pragati Maidan. Delhi, August 31, 2011. 

“Yoga of Objectivity” published by Arsha Vidya Research and Publication Trust won 
the “Certificate of Merit “for ‘Excellence in Book Publishing - 2011’ by the Federation 
of Indian Publishers. 

The Award was presented by Prof. Rajni Abbi, Mayor of Municipal Corporation, Delhi 
and received Sri. V. Narasimhan, on behalf of AVR& PT under the auspices of the Delhi 
Book Fair at Pragati Maidan , in the presence of distinguished members of the publishing 
fraternity of India. 

The prestigious award comes for a second time in succession, as the publishing house 
won the same recognition for their book “Stress Free Living” last year. It is a testimony 
to the high standards of book design, printing and production values. 

About AVR&PT 

The Arsha Vidya Research and Publication Trust (AVR and PT) is the single source Centre 
for editing and publishing Swami Dayananda Saraswati’s 

teachings. It is a registered non - profit charitable organization. All contributions are 
exempt from tax under sec 80 G of Indian Income Tax Act, 1961. 

AVR&PT wins the “Excellence in Book” 
publishing award second year in succession! 
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AVR & PT publishes the teachings, lectures and writings of Swami Dayananda with the 
sole objective to spread the vision of traditional spiritual texts and scriptures through 
systematic expansion of quality print and publishing media at affordable prices. 

At present the Trust houses more than 5736 hours of master transcripts of Swamiji’s 
teachings. 

About FIP: 

The FIP is a representative body of publishers in Hindi, English and other Indian languages 
for South Asia of International Publishers Association with its 

membership from all over India, representing more than 80 percent of the publishing 
industry. It is affiliated to the International Publishers Association as the only representative 
body of Indian publishers. 

Prof. Rajni Abbi, Mayor of Municipal Corporation, Delhi presents the “Certificate of Merit 
“ to Sri. V. Narasimhan 


